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In Kirby and Paris [5] it was shown that a certain combinatorial statement (conceming finite trees) is independent of Peano Arithmetic. Here we present a not too complicated extension of tbis statement and prove its independence from the riluch stronger theory (II~-CA) + BI. This is done by refining the methods which we have developed in [2, Ch. IV, §1- §4].
Using the terminology of Kirby and Paris our result can be described as follows. A hydra is a finite labeled tree A which has the following properties:
(i) the root of A has label +, ( ii) any other node of A is labeled by some ordinal v ~ ro, (iü) all nodes immediately above the root of A have label 0 (zero). If Hereules chops off a head (i.e. top node) a of a given hydra A, the hydra will choose an arbitrary number n E N and transform itself into a new hydra A( a, n) as follows. Let T denote that node of A wbich is immediately below a, and let Adenote that part of A which remains after a has been chopped off. The definition of A( a, n) depends on the label of a:
Case 1: label (a) =0. H T is the root of A, we set A(a, n):=A-. Otherwise A( a, n) results from A -by sprouting n replicas of A; from the node immediately below T. Here A; denotes the subtree of A -determined by T In Section 1 we prove Theorem I. In Section 2 we prove Theorem 11. Section 3 contains some technical lemmata which will be used in Section 4 for the proof of Theorem III. In the appendix we characterize the proof-theoretic ordinals of the theories ID v (v ~ ro) for v-times iterated inductive definitions by means of the term structure (T, . [')).
Infinitary weDfounded trees and coDapsing functions
In tbis section we introduce certain sets ff v (v ~ ro) of infinitary wellfounded trees together with a system of socalled collapsing functions g;v: ff w ~ ff v (v ~ ro). These functions are then used to associate with every hydra A an element IIAII of ff o in such a way that, for each n E~, IIA(n)1I is an immediate subtree of IIA 11. This yields Theorem I.
Definition 0/ the tree classes ff v (v ~ ro)
Suppose that ff u for u < v is already defined. Then we define ff v to be the least set which contains 0 (the empty set) and is c10sed under the following rule: 
Proof. Easy exercise. Now we want to give a proof of "a E Wo" which, for every fixed term a E 1' 0, can be formalized in ID eo , the formal theory of w-times iterated inductive definitions. There we have to use methods which do not depend on the nonconstructive tree classes ff v • In fact, we will establish a more general result:
Since ID eo is contained in (IT~-CA) + BI and since (ITt-CA) + BI proves
This theorem together with 2.1 yields Theorem 11. In the following let v ~ w be fixed. We use u, v to denote numbers ~v.
Iterated inductive definition of sets Wv
Abbreviations. Let X range over subsets of T which are definable in the language of ID v • 1. By Au (X, a) we denote the following statement:
By the definition of Wv, for all v< v we have:
Lemma. (a) Au (X) eX and a EX=>
Au (x<a» e x(a) (v ::;; v). (b) a, bEWv=>a+bEW u (v<v).
Proof. (a) Suppose Au (X) ~ X, a EX, Au(x<a), b).
We have to prove a + bE X:
dom(b) E {{O}, N} and Vn (b[n] Ex<a»: Then we have dom(a
3. dom(b)= Tu with u<v: similar to 2.
(b) From (a) together with (Al), (A2) we obtain, for v< v, a E Wv ~ Wv e w~a), Le., a E Wv~ (b E Wv~a + bE Wv).
Proof. Assumptions: Ay(X) ~ X, Ay(X, b), a EX.
We have to prove a + Dyb EX. First we prove:
We have dom(a + D u
By 2.4 we obtain

Ay(x<a» ex<a).
Since Au(x<a» eAy(x<a», it follows by (A2) that W u ~x<a), Le.,
Proo/ 0/ a + Dyb EX: Hence Dvb E Wv by (W3). In Section 4 we will use terms a E T instead of ordinals to measure the lengths of infinitary derivations. In this context we need certain relations «k on T which we introduce now. We also introduce a hierarchy (Ha)aeTo of number-theoretic functions which is closely related to the so called Hardy hierarchy. The relation «0 restricted to 1' 0 is just the step-down relation of Schmidt [6] ; cf. also Ketonen and Solovay [4] where similar relations are studied.
As before the letters a, b, c, d, e, z will always denote elements of T. As mentioned in Section 2 every a E T can be considered as a notation for a wellfounded tree ä E ff Cl) in such a way that Z E domain( ä) and ä (z) = a [z] holds for all z E dom(a). Consequently we have the following principle of transfinite induction over T: 
For a
= D v b with dome b ) E {Tu: v ~ u} we hi\ve a [n] = a[ n + 1]. 4. For a = Du(b o + 1) we have a[n] = (Dvbo)(n + 1) «k (Dvbo)(n + 2) = a[n + 1]+ c n - 1 = (D D n - 1 0) ·2« D (D n - 1 0 + 1) v v Ov 1 0 v « D (D n - 1 0 + D n - 1 0)« D DnO = C n =0 0 v v 1 0 v v
and thus
Her:;(n) ~ He~-l(n) ~ He~-l(He~-l(l» = He~-l+c~-l(1) < Hc~(1)·
The infinitary system ID~
In this section we prove the following theorem: 
Theorem. If a m-sentence 't/x 3y q;(x, y) (q;
, which is a contradiction to 3.6(a).
From this corollary together with 2.1 and the fact that ID w proves the same arithmetic sentences as (II~-CA) + BI we obtain Theorem 111, i.e., 
s (X, x):=21(X, P~, s, x).
The formal theory ID", is an extension of Peano Arithmetic, formulated in the language LID, by the following axioms:
for every LID-formula F(x).
(P~) Vy VXo VXI (P~yXoXl ~xo<y AXI E p~J
The infinitary system ID: will be formulated in the language LID(N) which arises from LID by adding a new unary predicate symbol N. This is a technical tool which shall help us to keep control over the numerials n occurring in 3-inferences A(n) ~ 3x A(x) of ID:-derivations. Following Tait [8] we assume aß formulas to be in negation normal form, i.e., the formulas are built up from atomic and negated atomic formulas by means of A, v, V 3 If A is a complex formula we consider -,A as a notation for the corresponding negation normal form. 
Proposition. !..,A! = lAI, for each LID(N)-formula A.
As before we use the letters u, v to denote numbers :s:; m. 
Basic inference rules
Every instance (A;}ierl-A of these rules is called a basic inference. If (A;)ier I-A is a basic inference with A E PoSu, then Ai E PoSv for all i E 1. This property will be used in the proof of 4.6.
The system ID: consists of the language Lm(N) and a certain derivabiüty relation I-:.r (" r is derivable with order a E T and cutdegree m E N") which we introduce below by an iterated inductive definition similar to that of the tree classes f!f'v in Section 1. The main feature in the definition of l-:.ris the QU+I-rule which we have developed in Buchholz [1] , [2] . We try to give a short explanation of this inference rule. To this purpose let us consider "1-1A" as a notion of realizability similar to modified realizability. So we read "1-1A" as "a realizes A". This motivates the following inference rule:
The next step is a straightforward modification of this rule:
For technical reasons we combine every application of (.Qu+l)" with a cut B v P~n, P~n~ BI-B. This gives the final version of the Qu+l-ru1e. Proof. By transfinite induction on a using 3.1(b) and 4.1 and the fact that Proof. By transfinite induction on b:
Inductive definition o{
(AxI) If r~ r, C holds by (AxI), then also r~+b r by (AxI).
(Ax2) If r~ r, C holds by (Ax2), then either r~+b r by (Ax2) or -'C E r. In the latter case ~~+b JO, r fo11ows from r~ IQ, -,c. The assertion follows by «<) and 3.5(b).
ICI = m:
Since m > 0, we may assume that C fulfills the condition of 4.4. Then by 4.4 we obtain l-~pao+DpOo r, and from this I-~a r by «<) and 3.2(a).
The following theorem shows that if r c PoSv is derivable with cutdegree 1, then one can eliminate all QU+l-inferences with u ~ v from the derivation of r. In the remaining part of this section we show that ID" (v ~ (J) can be embedded into ID: and finally we prove Theorem 4.0. Let v ~ (J) be fixed. (1) 1-~+3n,F(0), ,G, F(n).
Theorem (Collapsing
From (1) we obtain 1-~+DoI,F(O), ,G, F(n), n ft N, since
Pro%/ (1). For n = 0 the assertion holds by 4.10.
Induction step: Suppose 1-~+3n,F(0), ,G, F(n). By 4.10 we have 1-~+3n,F(n'), F(n'). Hence 1-~+3n+I,F(0), ,G, F(n) A ,F(n'), F(n'). By (Axl) and n applications of (N) we get Ik + 3n + The following lemma will be used to show that the induction scheme Proof. Informal description: Let II be a derivation of .1, P~n. In II we replace every occurrence of P~, which is linked to the endformula P~n, by F('), Let II' denote the result of this transformation. n' may contain certain inferences of the kind JEN A ~~(F, j) I-FU), and therefore II' may fail to be an ID:-derivation. From II' we obtain an ID:-derivation of .1, ,G, F(n) as follows: First we adjoin ,G to each r in II', and then we replace every inference ,G, r, JEN A W.~(F, j) I-,G, r, FU) by the folloWing inferences 
